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Abstract 

This thesis is based on a paper by V. Issakov, presented 2009, where a circuit of a 

merged power amplifier mixer solution was demonstrated. This work takes that solution 

and simplifies it for the use at a lower frequency. The implementation target is a Doppler 

radar application in CMOS that can detect humans in a range of 5 to 15 meters. This 

could be used as a burglar alarm or an automatic light switch. The report will present the 

background of Issakov’s work, basic theory used and the implementation of the final 

design. Simulations will show that the solution presented work, with a 15 dB conversion 

loss. This design performs well compared to reference mixers. With this report it will be 

shown that it is possible to make a simple and compact Doppler radar system in CMOS. 

 

Sammanfattning 

Denna avhandling bygger på en artikel av V. Issakov, presenterad 2009, där en lösning 

för att sammanslå en effektförstärkare med en mixer till en krets visades. Detta arbete tar 

denna lösning och förenklar det för användning vid en lägre frekvens. Målet är att 

implementera en dopplerradar i CMOS som kan detektera människor inom ett avstånd 

på 5 till 15 meter. Denna radar skulle kunna användas som ett inbrottslarm eller en 

automatisk strömbrytare. Rapporten kommer att presentera bakgrunden från Issakov’s 

arbete, grundläggande teori som används och genomförandet av det slutliga 

kretsschemat. Simuleringar visar att den presenterade lösningen fungerar, med en 15 dB 

konverteringsförlust. Denna konstruktion presterar väl jämfört med referens mixrar. Med 

denna rapport visas det att det är möjligt att göra ett enkelt och kompakt 

dopplerradarsystem i CMOS.  
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Abbreviation/Acronym Meaning 

CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 

dBm Power in decibel with 1 milliwatt reference  

DC Direct Current 

HB Harmonic Balance 

IF Intermediate frequency 

IR Infrared 

ISM Industrial, Scientific and Medical 

LO Local oscillator 

NMOS N-channel Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 

PA Power amplifier 

PDK Process design kit 

PMOS P-channel Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 
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1 
                        Introduction 

1.1  Motivation 

The idea of using the Doppler Effect for movement detection is not new [1]. There are 

different implementations, such as police speed radars and medical applications to 

monitor heart rate. But in the market of burglar alarms and automatic light switches, 

Doppler radar systems in CMOS are not as common as IR technology. There are discrete 

solutions that implement a Doppler radar solution [2] but far less in CMOS. With an 

increasing interest for Doppler radar technology, this thesis will contribute with a 

solution for Doppler applications in a CMOS technology.  

 

This thesis focuses on the possibility to design a single-chip Doppler radar in CMOS. 

The radar should be able to detect the presence of a person within 5-15 m, so it can be 

used in applications as automatic light switches, burglar alarms, etc. The circuit should 

be integrated in a low-cost, conventional CMOS-technology adapted for high voltage, so 

that it can be integrated with high voltage switches that use 220 V at the chip.   
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1.2  Purpose 

A simple radar system is shown in figure (1).  

 

 

This is a common structure for a communication system, with separated transmitter and 

receiver paths. The lower path is the transmitter, the IF signal is upconverted by the 

mixer and amplified by the power amplifier (PA), then transmitted with the antenna. The 

receiver path receives the RF signal on the antenna, the signal is amplified with a low 

noise amplifier (LNA). Then the signal is downconverted to the lower IF frequency, 

which is amplified.  

 

  

Figure 1 Radar system 
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The system in this thesis in figure (2) is a more compact transceiver design with only 

one antenna and it consists of an oscillator and a merged power amplifier-mixer (PA- 

mixer). The receiver and transmitter share paths. This thesis will focus on the PA-mixer. 

The task is to design a working circuit level design of a PA-mixer in 0.35 µm CMOS, as 

simple as possible with operation frequency of 2.45GHz or 5.8GHz.  

 

1.3  Problem statements 

 Is it possible to get a working circuit with the selected CMOS technology? 

 Is it possible to simplify the circuit presented by V. Issakov [3]? 

 Does the circuit work at both frequency of 2.45 GHz and 5.8GHz?  

1.4  Limitations 

 ISM frequency bands of 2.45 and 5.8 GHz are reserved for these kinds of 

applications and can be used without a license.  

 Technology selected is 0.35 µm, to be able to be used with high voltage 

applications [6] and previous knowledge from the designer.  

 Stationary transmitter and moving object, assume the angle between them to be 

zero.  

 Frequency shift at 2 kHz, shown by Paradiso [5]. Human movement can 

produce velocity corresponding to 0-5 kHz, here 2 kHz has been selected as a 

middle ground.  

 Input signals have a sine waveform to have as few harmonics as possible.  

Figure 2 Radar system with PA-mixer 
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2 
                         Background 

2.1  Previous work 

In the work presented by Issakov [3] a transceiver circuit was designed for car radar 

applications. This design merged the power amplifier and the mixer of a transceiver. By 

doing so, complex components like duplexers can be neglected and chip area is reduced. 

Issakov presented a differential design with operation frequency of 23 GHz in a 0.13µm 

technology, figure (3) shows Issakov’s schematics.  

 

 

The design presented in this thesis is a simplified version of Issakov’s design, single 

ended with only one antenna, 0.35 µm technology with RF frequency of 2.45 GHz, alt 

5.8 GHz.  

Figure 3 Issakov’s Schematics [3] 
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2.2  Circuit specifications 

The specifications for the radar system in this thesis have been set by S. Biswas, in her 

related thesis [4], in which calculations for the signal power are presented. The values 

are set based on the Doppler theory and signal fading. 

 Technology: 0.35 µm, this technology was chosen as the designer had previous 

experiences with it and it is well suited for high voltage applications, an 

example where this has been done is given by X-FAB [6].   

 VDD: 3V. 

 Operation frequency, RF: 2.45 GHz alt. 5.8 GHz, limitation in this thesis, these 

ISM frequencies are reserved for this kind of application.  

 Transmitted signal power: 13 dBm, set by Biswas [4]. 

 Received reflected power: -70 dBm, set by Biswas [4]. 

2.3  Tools used 

Cadence 6.15.011 with AMS 4.10 (spectre, virtuoso): Used for circuit design and 

simulation.  

PDK (process design kit) from the manufacturer AMS for the used 0.35 um process. 

The C35 process from Austria Microsystems (ams) is a 0.35 um CMOS mixed-signal 

process. In this work, we use the process variant C35B4, which includes PIP capacitors, 

5 V devices and four metal layers. 

2.4  Conclusions 

This work is a simplified version of Issakov’s design for the use in a Doppler radar 

application.  
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3 
                                 Theory 

3.1  Introduction 

In this chapter the theory needed for this thesis is presented, the concept of Doppler 

radar, power amplifiers (PA) and mixers are shown. The schematics for reference mixers 

are presented and the schematic for this work is elaborated.  

3.2  Doppler radar 

Doppler radar uses the principle that there is a frequency shift when waves are reflected 

by a moving object. The velocity of the object determents how large the shift is. The 

angle between the object and transmitter has an impact on the shift as well, but in this 

thesis we assume the angle to be equal to zero. The shift fd can be calculated as shown in 

the equation 

𝑓𝑑 = 2𝑉
𝑓0

𝐶
𝑐𝑜𝑠∅       (1) 

where V is object velocity, f0 is transmitter frequency in hertz, c is the speed of light (3 ×

108 𝑚/𝑠) and Ø is the angle between transmitter and object (set to 0 in this thesis) [7]. 

 

In this work a continuous signal wave is transmitted from the transceiver and the 

reflected frequency shift is registered when there is a moving object. The Doppler Effect 

can also occur when the transmitter is moving or both the transmitter and object are 

moving [1]. But in this thesis the transmitter is stationary and an object is moving.  
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Table (1) below shows the frequency shift corresponding to different velocities.   

 

Table 1 Frequency shift 

 km/h m/s 

Frequency shift 

with 2.45 GHz (Hz) 

Frequency shift 

with 5.8 GHz (Hz) 

2 0.6 9.2 21.7 

5 1.4 22.9 54.1 

10 2.8 45.7 108.3 

20 5.6 91.5 216.5 

36 10.1 164.6 389.8 

50 14 228 541.3 

100 28 457 1082.7 
 

 

3.3  Power Amplifier  

In transceiver systems, there is a problem to transmitting an RF signal, a high output 

power is needed to get a large range on the transmitted signal. With the load of the 

antenna there is need of amplification. The power amplifier (PA) is a high efficient 

amplifier that converts the low power signal in a transmitter to a high output power [8].  

 

As with all circuits there are tradeoffs between parameters, for PAs these are efficiency, 

linearity, power gain and output power. Within the different PAs there are two types, 

linear and switched PAs. The linear amplifiers control the output current as the input 

voltage is changed and produce an amplified version of the input. The switched 

amplifiers however have no linear relationship between the input and output signals. The 

amplifier outputs the max voltage, VDD, or the minimum, ground. The amplitude of the 

output can be controlled when additional circuit blocks are added. But in this project, the 

input has a fixed frequency and the output will have constant amplitude. PAs are also 

sorted into classes. In this project a switched class D amplifier has been used and 

therefor it going to be the focus for this part of the thesis [8] [9].  
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The Class D amplifier is a switched-type amplifier. The switched amplifier has a very 

high efficiency. When the transistor is used as a switch it ideally dissipates no power. It 

has zero current through it or zero voltage across it depending on if the switch is on or 

off. Ideally the efficiency is 100%, but as there is no ideal switch, there is always some 

power dissipation. This is well described by Lee [8] and Fritzin [9]. 

 

 

 

As shown in figure (4), the schematic of a class D amplifier is similar to a common 

CMOS inverter. The capacitor and inductor at the output is used to filter out harmonics 

and match the impedance to get maximum output at the load resistor [9].  

  

Figure 4 Class D Amplifier [9] 
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3.4  Mixer  

A mixer is a circuit that multiplies two signals in the time domain.  

𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔1𝑡)𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔2𝑡) =
𝐴𝐵

2
[cos(𝜔1 − 𝜔2) 𝑡 + cos(𝜔1 + 𝜔2) 𝑡]   (2) 

From the mixer equation (2) it is shown how the two signals is multiplied and gives 

frequency components at the sum and differential of the two frequencies from the 

original signals. ω is the angular frequency, t is a time index and A and B is the 

amplitude of each channel. Mixers are used for up or down conversion in 

communication systems [10].  

 

There are many types of mixers; the following figures (5)-(7) will show the schematics 

of three different mixers, presented by Lee [10], that have been used as references for 

this project.  

 

 
Figure 5 Square-law mixer [10] 
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Figure 6 Single-balanced mixer with linearized transconductance [10] 
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Figure 7 simple double-balanced passive CMOS mixer [10] 

In the figures (5)-(7) above, it is shown different types of mixers. The square-law mixer 

in figure (5) shows a mixer that uses the nonlinearity of the transistor to multiply the 

signals. The single balanced mixer in figure (6) uses the transistors as switches to 

produce the mixing. Lastly the double-balance passive mixer in figure (7) is as said a 

passive mixer that can be used with low supply voltage. These are not the only 

typologies of mixers, there are simpler diode mixers and more advanced mixers [10].  

 

What differentiate these mixers are performance parameters such as conversion gain, 

noise figure, linearity and isolation. In this thesis the fundamental function of the mixers 

is focused on and only the performance in form of conversion gain has been used. 

Conversion gain or loss is the ratio between the RF input power and the IF output power 

in dB [10].  

 

The mixer in the solution used for the PA-Mixer is similar to the square-law mixer that 

uses nonlinearity to mix signals. The relation between input and output in the square-law 

mixer can be described as 

𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ∑ 𝑐𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑛
𝑛𝑁

𝑛=0        (3) 

Where the input-output relation is described as a series expression, where the input, Vin, 

is multiplied with a nonlinearity coefficient, c, at order 0 to Nth-order. This equation is 

true for all nonlinearity mixers, for the square-law mixer, only the coefficients c1 and c2 
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are non-zero. As shown by Lee [10] the end result of eq. (3) for the square-law mixer is 

equal to eq. (2).  

3.5  PA-Mixer  

As described in the background, this work is a circuit design of the merge of a power 

amplifier and a mixer. Figure (8) shows the schematics and table (2) lists the component 

values.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 PA-Mixer schematics  
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Table 2 PA-Mixer Component values 

Component  Value Component  Value 

R2 2 kΩ L5 3.5 nH 

R3 2 kΩ C11 12 pF 

C5 10 nF L18 60 µH 

C6 10 nF C19 100 µF 

    

MP0 Total Width 90 µm 

Length 0.35 µm 

Number of gates 9 

MP1 <3:0> Total Width 140 µm 

Length 0.35 µm 

Number of gates 14 

MN3 Total Width 30 µm 

Length 0.35 µm 

Number of gates 3 

MN4 <3:0> Total Width 50 µm 

Length 0.35 µm 

Number of gates 5 

 

The circuit can be seen as a cascade configuration with two class D amplifiers. The 

circuit can be divided into two stages, the first is a plain gain stage and the second is the 

PA-Mixer itself. 

 

The first stage consist of transistors MP0 and MN3 and R2, it is a common inverter stage 

that is used to amplify the LO signal, R2 is used for feedback. The capacitor C11 and 

inductor L5 are used to get matching impedance between the stages, Lin is a bias node 

set to half VDD. In the second stage, the PA-Mixer, the transistors MP1, MN4 and 

feedback resistor R3 are used to amplify the signal to the desired output of 13 dBm to 

the TRX pin. A signal of -70 dBm is reflected back on the TRX pin, that signal is mixed 

with the amplified LO signal with the MP1 transistor to low-IF. A band-pass filter is 

realized with inductor L18 and capacitor C19, these off-chip components are set for a 

center frequency of 2 kHz. Capacitors C5 and C6 are used for decoupling between VDD 

and ground. 
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The signal path in the circuit as PA and mixer is shown in figures (9) and (10). 

 

 

 

As a PA, the LO input is amplified and inverted, then in once more in the second stage 

where the signal is inverted back. The red path is when LO is high and blue is the low 

LO path. 

 

  

Figure 9 PA path 
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When the circuit operates as a mixer only the low period of the LO is used, as the 

mixing occurs at the PMOS of the second stage. The green reflected RF signal and the 

blue LO signal is mixed to the red signal that is filtered and output at the IF pin. 

  

Figure 10 Mixer path 
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3.6  Mixer simulation  

Mainly two forms of simulations have been used in this work, transient analysis and 

periodic steady-state (pss) with harmonic balance (hb) analysis. The transient analysis is 

a time domain analysis that computes the transient response of the circuit, in this work it 

has been used to analyse the waveforms before mixing. Pss/hb analysis is a frequency 

domain analysis that results with a steady state response of the circuit. This has been 

used to extract frequency spectrum of the circuit and to sweep component values.  
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4 
                                Method 

4.1  Introduction 

The work of the thesis has been divided in different steps: pre-study, implementation 

and evaluation.  

 

4.2  Pre-study 

During the pre-study Issakov’s paper [3] was studied in detail, to understand the circuit 

used and the importance of every component. Also papers on different Doppler radar 

applications were read, to get an understanding for the use of Doppler in radar 

application [1], [2], [5] and [7]. The theory behind mixers [10], power amplifiers [8], [9] 

and impedance matching were refreshed. Even though Cadence have been used before 

there was a time period set to set up the tool and making sure all it components were set 

as wanted with the help from Cadences support forum and tutorials [11].  
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4.3  Implementation introduction  

The implementation started with designing the circuit in Cadence, a single-ended 

version of Issakov’s design was made. First the PA path, figure (9) was designed and 

then the mixer path (10). 

 

4.4  Implementation power amplifier  

The transistors were sized with the proportion, PMOS three times larger than NMOS 

and stage 2 was four times larger than stage 1. The width of the transistors was selected 

so the output on the TRX pin was equal to the specified 13 dBm.  

 

The values for the matching network, L5 and C11, were selected with the help of 

simulation. The components were swept and values were selected with the concern of 

performance versus cost.  

 

So far, the reflected signal was not connected and only the output of 13 dBm was of 

interest. Transient analysis was used to confirm the waveforms and harmonic balance 

analysis was used to get an output power value. When satisfied, the reflected signal was 

connected, a -70 dBm sine signal at frequency of fRF = fLO + fShift.   

4.5  Implementation mixer  

The band-pass LC filter was set to 2 kHz with the use of equation (4). 

𝜔 =
1

√𝐿𝐶
=> 𝑓 =

1

2𝜋√𝐿𝐶
       (4) 

where ω in angular frequency, L is inductance in H, C is capacitance in F and f is 

frequency in hertz. Note that ω is equal to 2πf. 

 

With the reflected signal connected, a pss/hb analysis was simulated with the frequency 

shift swept from 0 to 5 kHz. At 2 kHz as shift frequency, the maximum output power 

was observed at the IF pin.  
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4.6  Test bench 

Figure (11) show the test bench used for the project. 

 

 

 VDD is set to 3 V 

 Lin is a bias point set to VDD/2 

 C8, C9 is used for DC-blocking, set to 500 mF 

 R0 is a 50 Ω load, used when there is no reflected signal  

 L0, C10 is a matching network for TRX, set to 1.7 nH and 1.8 pF 

 L1, C7 is a matching network for IF, set to 2 nH and 5.5 µF 

 

Ports are set as show below; they follow the setup in Spectre tutorial [11]. 
Port0 LO 

Resistance: 50 Ω 

port number: 3 

DC voltage: 0.75 V 

Source type: sine 

Frequency name 1: LO 

Frequency 1: 2.45G Hz 

Amplitude 1: 0.75 V  

Set to a 0-vdd swing 

Port1 RF 

Resistance: 50 Ω 

port number: 1 

DC voltage: 50u V 

Source type: sine 

Frequency name 1: RF 

Frequency 1: 2.45G+shift Hz 

Amplitude 1: 50u V 

Set to -70dbm power output 

Port2 IF 

Resistance: 50 Ω 

port number: 2 

DC voltage:    

Source type: dc 

 

 

 

Set as 50 Ω load  

Figure 11 PA-Mixer test bench  
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4.7  Evaluation 

The advantage of the PA-mixer in this work is that the solution would only need one 

antenna and no receiver/transmitter duplexer is needed. 

 

The disadvantage however is that off-chip components are needed as the band-pass filter 

has a low center frequency. It would be preferred if the band-pass filter could be 

replaced with a low-pass filter as the shift has a max value for velocity of humans. 

Lastly a large antenna is needed when using low RF frequency (2.45 GHz). 

 

4.8  Conclusions 

If the PA-mixer has the same performance as the reference mixers, it would be a cost- 

saving solution, which is compact with only one antenna. 
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5 
                                Results 

5.1  Introduction 

In this chapter the result of the project is presented. In the next chapter the result of the 

PA-mixer will be compared to the reference mixers. 
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5.2  PA result 

 

 

 

Here in figure (12) the output of the PA is shown, the desired 13 dBm is achieved. 

Harmonics at 4.9 GHz and above can be filtered if needed.  

  

Figure 12 PA output 
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5.3  Mixer result 2.45 GHz 

 

 

 

 

Values at shift frequency 2 kHz are the most interesting as the band-pass filter is set with 

center frequency to 2 kHz. With input at -70 dBm, the PA-mixer has a conversion loss 

of 15 dB.  

 

 

  

Figure 13 PA-Mixer simulation 2.45 GHz 
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5.4  Mixer result 5.8GHz 

Figures (14) and (15) show simulation for the PA-Mixer at operation frequency of 

5.8 GHz.  

 

 

With this simulation it is observed that there is no useful signal at 2 kHz, the signal 

output power is below -200 dBm.  

 

  

Figure 14 PA-Mixer 5.8 GHz simulation 2 kHz shift 
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With a shift frequency of 10 kHz an output level of -72 dBm can be observed at 2 kHz 

on the IF pin. This behavoir is registred by all mixers simulated in this project. In 

Apendix A is the simulation results for the reference mixers at 5.8 GHz, both with a 

frequency shift of 2 kHz and 10 kHz.   

 

  

Figure 15 PA-Mixer 5.8 GHz simulation 10 kHz shift 
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5.5  Reference mixers results 

It is assumed that the input to the mixer is a full swing, ground to VDD, sine signal for 

the LO and -70 dBm sine wave for RF.  

 

  
Figure 16 Square-law mixer simulation result 2.45GHz 
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Figure 17 Single-balance mixer with linearized transconductance simulation 2.45 GHz 
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Figure 18 Simple double-balance passive CMOS mixer simulation 2.45 GHz 
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6 
                           Discussion 

6.1  Introduction 

In this chapter the results of the PA-mixer will be compared to the reference mixers and 

it will be discussed.  
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6.2  Result discussion 

 

Table 3 Simulation results 2.45 GHz 

 

The results presented show that the PA-mixer performs close to the reference mixers. 

The square-law mixer which the PA-mixer is most similar to, have very similar results at 

2 kHz. The reference mixers have all a high output harmonic at 4 kHz that will be 

ignored as it can be filtered.  

 

When table (3) is observed the PA-mixer looks like a perfect option, good performance 

and uses only one antenna. As conversion gain is the most important parameter for 

determine the core function of mixers. Performance parameters of mixers and power 

amplifiers can be simulated, such as noise figure, leakage and gain compression but they 

would not give useful information in this situation. So it can be stated that this merged 

configuration is better and there is a possibility to develop this idea more. It should be 

said that the reference mixers have not been worked on and optimized in the same way 

as the PA-mixer. For example there are no DC-blockers in the reference mixers, this can 

be noted at the high DC signal in the figures (16)-(18) and table (3). There is also no 

matching on the output for the reference mixers.  

 

At 5.8 GHz seems that all the mixers have problem to perform as expected when the 

shift is at 2 kHz. Then with the shift at 10 kHz they preforms as expected for when 

2 kHz shift is used. So it is hard to say if the mixers do not work or it is the tool that 

struggle with this frequency. But to think a shift of 10 kHz shift is possible with the 

target object as a moving human is not realistic. As seen in table (1) in the theory 

chapter, we should have a shift of 0 to 200 Hz. 

Shift 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

PA-Mixer 

(dBm) 

Square-law mixer 

simulation 

(dBm) 

single-balance mixer 

with linearized 

transconductance 

simulation 

(dBm) 

simple double-balance 

passive CMOS mixer 

simulation 

(dBm) 

0 -3.5k 23 21 -12 

2000 -85 -85.6 -82.5 -70 

4000 -220 -14 3,5 -28 
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This circuit has been designed for a shift of 2 kHz, but more realistic would be 0-200 Hz 

as the target is humans. The selection of 2 kHz was made with the idea to not use off-

chip components, later even this shift needed off-chip components and at that point there 

was no time to change configuration to 200 Hz. However this can be done, as 

simulations with 100 Hz have been tested, but that configurations have not been 

optimized because of the time limitations. This can be saved for future work.  
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6.3  Method 

The method used has been mostly hands on, without all the required theory start the 

project and let the knowledge come as the circuit is simulate and analysed. This method 

is not suited for everybody and it can be question as it in this case results in lacking 

theory behind the thesis. There are no calculations for the transistor size or the 

component values for the matching networks. These values have been selected through 

simulation and knowledge how transistor size impact the circuit. This makes the work 

harder to replicate, as it up to the designer to decide most of the values, based on 

simulations and not calculations. This has worked well for me though. 

 

During the pre-study most material was given by the supervisor, the paper by Issakov [3] 

and papers about related radar products [7]. This eliminates one step in finding reference 

material. But all were not given, theory about mixers and power amplifiers was found in 

a book by Lee [8], [10] and the thesis by Fritzin [9]. Information about Cadence, its 

simulations and guides were found via Cadences support forum and tutorials [11]. It can 

be questioned if this information been enough, is more sources needed, are they 

trustworthy? I believe so, as most of the information is from IEEE papers, well known 

authors such as Lee or from the tool developer itself.  

 

The implementation of the circuit could be done in other ways, as said, this was done 

with a hands-on method, were most values were selected with the use of simulations. If 

every value were to be calculated though, it would have taken much longer to finish this 

thesis.  

 

Simulations done in the thesis can be questioned, why use a pss/hb analysis when there 

are standalone hb analysis? But the answer is that they both give the same result and 

older Cadence tutorials uses pss/hb for mixer simulations, so those have been followed.  

6.4  Different approach 

If this thesis would be done in a different way, without any resource limitations, there is 

some things to do different. Do a theoretical study of the component values to 

understand the circuit values more. Select a lower IF frequency from the start to do the 

circuit ready for implementation, now it need to be optimized for a new frequency. Also 

do a study if it would be possible to use a low-pass filter and not a band-pass filter. 
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Because the velocity created by a human has a maximum value and a low-pass filter 

would make the application more realistic. As well study the possibility to use a 

different amplifier class. It would be very interesting as it can result in an even more 

compact solution. The concept of the square-law mixer uses only one transistor and can 

be implemented in many ways, making the choice of amplifier class more flexible. 

Lastly to do more performance testing to see if the PA-mixer is a good alternative 

compared to reference mixers.  

6.5  The work in a wider perspective 

The work done in this thesis is a step towards new products that can contribute with new 

sensor systems. The concept of Doppler radar have a wide range of applications, we 

have seen health applications and discrete burglar alarms. But with the circuit presented 

here, the technology can get into more products. 
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7 
                        Conclusions 

7.1  Final conclusions 

This thesis has shown a solution for designing a simple Doppler radar system in CMOS. 

With simulations that focus on the fundamental functions of power amplifiers and 

mixers it shows that the solution preforms as good as theoretical reference mixers. The 

circuit is working at 2.45 GHz, but not at 5.8 GHz at the moment. Note that even the 

reference mixers do not work at the higher frequency. It is a single ended version of the 

balanced PA-mixer presented by Issakov and is designed as simple as possible.  

 

To reflect on the problem statements in the beginning of the thesis, how did the result 

compare? Most of the problems have been solved, so the thesis has a positive result, but 

it is not perfect.  

7.2  Future work 

There is still work needed to get a design that is ready for implementation. There is need 

for optimization of the circuit for a lower IF frequency. Then do the layout with related 

simulations. When all parameters in the design are satisfied the design can be 

manufactured and the chip will be evaluated and compared with the simulated results in 

this thesis.   
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Appendix A 
5.8 GHz simulation results 

  Figure 19 Square-law mixer 5.8 GHz simulation 2 kHz shift 
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Figure 20 Square-law mixer 5.8 GHz simulation 10 kHz shift 
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Figure 21 Single-balanced mixer 5.8 GHz simulation 2 kHz shift 
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Figure 22 Single-balanced mixer 5.8 GHZ simulation 10 kHz shift 
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Figure 23 Simple double-balance passive mixer 5.8 GHz simulation 2 kHz shift 
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Figure 24 Simple double-balance passive mixer 5.8 GHz simulation 10 kHz shift 


